
6th-Generation Truck GPS
and

TNDTM 750

TNDTM 550

 Screen Size 7"   5"

 Processor Hexacore Quadcore

 Rand Navigation 2.0 

 Storage 32 G 32 G

 Battery 4000 mAH 2400 mAH

 Lifetime Maps

 Over-the-Air updates

 Magnetic Mount

Features

The 6th generation TND™ 750 and TND™ 550 devices have been overhauled 
from the ground up. At the heart of the devices is Rand Navigation 2.0, 
the company’s proprietary new navigation that features technologically 
sophisticated truck routing, a modern, clean interface, crowdsourced 
POI reviews, and striking new visuals such as three-dimensional cities 
and landmarks.

Along with new mapping and routing, the TND™ 750 and TND™ 550 have 
more powerful processing for faster routing, quicker responses, and 
smoother graphics. Both units come with stronger mounts and are 
packaged in a rugged, yet sleek, new design. 

All-new TND™ truck GPS, powered by 
Rand Navigation 2.0

Years in the making, Rand Navigation 2.0 is an all-new, upgraded naviga-
tion platform with a proprietary router and revamped user experience. 
Rand McNally has engineered a new, modern platform making sure it 
retains the time-tested user experience that drivers know and depend upon.

NAVIGATION2.0RAND
™



The TNDTM 750 and TNDTM 550 have even more 
features for professional drivers:

Advanced lane guidance
Upcoming junctions and complicated intersections are 
presented in 3-D with a split screen display that also provides 
lane guidance. 

Rand Navigation
Retaining Rand McNally’s award-winning user experience, 
Rand Navigation 2.0 provides professional drivers with 
enhanced visuals and superior routing.

Upgraded mapping display
3-Dimensional buildings and landmarks appear in cities and 
highly populated areas; stacked type and curved road labels 
plus boxed exits and road shields are highly visible.

Modern, clean interface
New icons and graphics make the screens glanceable; 
high-contrast colors enhance readability.

Driver Tools
Driver support tools, that help with the business of 
driving, include mileage and fuel logs, state information, 
and ELD readiness.

Connected services
The TND™ routes with Wi-Fi connected services such 
as real-time traffic and fuel, and dynamic weather 
map overlays.*

randmcnally.com/tnd750   randmcnally.com/tnd550

U.S. and Canada coverage

Lifetime Maps provides the original purchaser of this device with an annual base map update subject to the terms and conditions described at randmcnally.com/lifetimemaps. Lifetime Traffic Everywhere provides 
traffic information subject to the terms and conditions.
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